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Parable of the Workers
A study of Matthew 20
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
Good evening, my fellow Israelites, and members
of the Church of the Messiah. It is truly a blessing to be
able to bring to you yet another powerful message from
our Lord and Savior. Today, we will be discussing the
“Parable of the Workers” in Matthew 20. I will bring to you
some hard hitting facts, and my own personal opinions, as
I do with all of my sermons. It is my duty as a pastor within
the Christian Identity faith to always bring you facts, and
the information for you to research and find the DIVINE
TRUTH within the pages of the Holy Scriptures.

spiritual lesson. He told the children a parable about the
importance of forgiveness, especially, one of the stories
told by Jesus Christ and recorded in the Bible, i.e., the parable of the Good Samaritan. Now, I hope that you all noticed something that bothers me deeply with this definition, and I hope it bothers you as well. There is one word
that stands out, and any learned person of the Faith of
Jesus the Messiah should have caught it right off the bat.
Did you spot or hear the word I am referring to? If not,
then listen carefully, the word that in this definition that
SHOULD NOT be there is “fictitious”. You may say,
“Pastor, why should that word not be there?”. Folks, that
word is a direct attack on and against the Christian faith.
[There is no doubt in my mind that the creators of this
definition had a purpose in mind, and that is to make the
Messiah out to be a fairytale, or a myth]. The definition of
“fictitious” is:

To start with, we must first and foremost understand the meaning of the word “parable”. So to understand this word, we of course would go to the dictionary
for a proper definition of this word. Merriam-Webster’s
online dictionary defines ‘parable’ as such:

Simple Definition of parable: a short story that teaches a
moral or spiritual lesson; especially: one of the stories told
Full Definition of fictitious 1): of, relating to, or characterisby Jesus Christ and recorded in the Bible.
tic of fiction: imaginary 2) a: conventionally or hypothetiFull Definition of parable: specifically: a usually short ficti- cally assumed or accepted a fictitious concept of a name:
tious story that illustrates a moral attitude or a religious
false, assumed 3): not genuinely felt.
principle.
If you do not see from this definition that the
It also links to another Merriam-Webster site,
attack on Christianity is stronger now than ever, then my
called Merriam-Webster’s learners dictionary, which has
friend, I feel sorry for you. Fictitious simply implies fabricathe definition as such; a short story that teaches a moral or
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tion and suggests artificiality or contrivance more than
deliberate falsification or deception, as in ‘fictitious characters’.

The master of the house within this parable is Yahweh and the vineyard is the place where those servants
who have been called, the TRUE REMNANT, to work for
Yahweh as laborers and will enter into that work. The imNow, we really should get back on topic here.
age of a vineyard is often used to represent TRUE ISRAEL
The Messiah’s parable of the workers or laborers of Yahweh’s kingdom (Isaiah 5:1-7 KJV), and that is most
in the vineyard, has a profound meaning that some people likely the case here, as well. The laborers are those faithful
within our race may miss. What is the Messiah trying to
Christians, the TRUE REMNANT, the race of Adam, have
teach His remnant in this parable? I hope that by the end been called and saved by Yahweh. They enter into their
of this sermon you will know WHAT our Messiah is teach- calling or work by Yahweh always under the guidance of
ing.
the master, and in this parable that is the Messiah. There
I have already provided you with the definition of is another place within the confines of the Holy Scriptures
“parable”, but what about the Messiahs’ use of parables? that the Messiah uses this same symbolism or parable to
speak of believers being used by Yahweh to labor for the
You see, the Messiah often uses parables as a way to reLord, and it is located in Matthew 9:37-38 KJV, in which He
veal what the Kingdom of Heaven and Yahweh is really
states: “Then saith He unto His disciples, ‘The harvest truly
like. He portrays how one is to enter into this Kingdom,
and who the different players or characters are. As many is plenteous, but the labourers are few; Pray ye therefore
of you know, I am a firm believer in the thought that ONLY the Lord of the harvest, that he will send forth labourers
into His harvest.’” There is also another angle in this paraTHE TRUE REMNANT can enter into the Kingdom of Yahble. When the vineyard laborers have entered into the
weh, as most other Christian Identity Pastor’s believe. In
harvest, they are in fact entering into a vineyard looking
this parable of the workers or laborers in the vineyard,
for those who ONLY bear fruit and the Messiah says that
there are several things that He tells the disciples and US
those ARE THE TRUE CHILDREN OF YAHWEH, they and
about the grace of Yahweh and that Yahweh is always
more than fair. So, friends, here is my take on the parable they alone will be the ones that are bearing fruit, showing
those who are TRULY SAVED AND OF THE RACE OF ADAM,
of the workers in the vineyard.
and those that are not (John 15 KJV). The Messiah says;
This parable begins by showing the TRUE REM“You shall know them by their fruits”. (Matthew 7:16 KJV)
NANT what the Kingdom of Heaven is like, and how a
In Matthew 20:8-13 KJV the Messiah states:
member of the race of Adam can enter into this glorious
kingdom. In Matthew 20:1-7 KJV, the Messiah states:
“So when even was come, the lord of the vineyard saith
unto his steward, Call the labourers, and give them their
hire, beginning from the last unto the first. And when they
came that were hired about the eleventh hour, they received every man a penny. But when the first came, they
supposed that they should have received more; and they
likewise received every man a penny. And when they had
received it, they murmured against the goodman of the
house, Saying, These last have wrought but one hour, and
thou hast made them equal unto us, which have borne the
burden and heat of the day. But he answered one of them,
and said, Friend, I do thee no wrong: didst not thou agree
with me for a penny?”

“For the kingdom of Heaven is like unto a man that
is an householder, which went out early in the morning to
hire labourers into his vineyard. And when he had agreed
with the labourers for a penny a day, he sent them into his
vineyard. And he went out about the third hour, and saw
others standing idle in the market-place, And said unto
them; Go ye also into the vineyard, and whatsoever is right
I will give you. And they went their way. Again he went out
about the sixth and ninth hour, and did likewise. And
about the eleventh hour he went out, and found others
standing idle, and saith unto them, Why stand ye here all
the day idle? They say unto him, Because no man hath
hired us. He saith unto them, Go ye also into the vineyard;
and whatsoever is right, that shall ye receive.”

So here is what I think. The landowner refers to
Yahweh Himself, and those that are the workers in His
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vineyard (Kingdom) are His chosen elect the True Remnant
of the house of Israel. You see, some Christians become
Christians early on in their lives, and only become better
bearer of the fruits, and some later on in the day or in
their life, but yet they all receive the same reward from
Yahweh. This reward is one that is NOT based on the work
you have done, or how long you have been involved; the
reward is based on Yahweh’s generosity ONLY!

life, we all receive the same free gift that Yahweh generously gives, if we produce the fruit.

Let me leave you with this final thought. No TRUE
Christian has any right to feel jealous of what Yahweh has
given to other believers, even if it’s late in life. Yahweh is
generous to all His REMNANT that He saves and if others
believe He is overpaying those who enter the Kingdom’s
work later then that shows that they are questioning the
Some of those Christians (workers) who have been master of the house or YAHWEH HIMSELF! The first being
there from their earliest begin to complain against Yahthe last and the last being the first may be the Messiah’s
weh’s generosity to those who have only come at the end way of saying that whatever time a person comes to sav(of their lives more often than not) or in this parable, the
ing faith, they all will receive the same wages … since the
end of the day. Within this parable they (the workers) are wages of sin is death (Romans 6:23 KJV), the wages of recomplaining because of the landowners’ bad business
pentance and trust in the Messiah is eternal life (Romans
practice! But Yahweh’s kingdom is NOT a business, it
6:23 KJV) The thief on the cross will receive the same redoesn’t work on the principles of business, it works on the ward of eternal life as those who labored for the Messiah
principle of grace.
most of their lives. This doesn’t mean that they will receive
the same rewards once they enter the White Gates, since
The big key verse for this parable is verse 16 “So
some will be given more responsibility and authority than
the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called
others, but all who trust in the Messiah will receive the
BUT FEW CHOSEN!” One thing that escapes people is that
same reward… that of ETERNAL LIFE!
the Messiah used this very same phrase to finish off His
teaching in the chapter prior to this parable Matthew
19:30 KJV “But many that are first shall be last; and the
last shall be first.” And it is a bit of a theme for this section
of the Messiahs’ teachings. It is a phrase that can turn our
thinking upside down, and one that we as His TRUE REMNANT should remember, particularly when we think we
are better than the others.
What does this parable teach about Yahweh? It
teaches us that Yahweh is generous. He does not give us
as we deserve; He gives us more!
What does this parable teach about the Kingdom
of Heaven and Yahweh? It teaches us that Yahweh’s Kingdom does not operate on the business principles of this
world. Yahweh’s kingdom is not like an earthly kingdom –
Yahweh’s kingdom is about grace.
What does this parable teach us, well, about ourselves? It teaches us that we are part of Yahweh’s kingdom
by His grace, and that the reward of eternal life with the
Messiah is a gift that is available for His REMNANT of the
House of Israel, who become part of His kingdom. Whether we become True Christians early in our life or late in our
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What is the Direction of Our Faith?
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet

Good evening my fellow Israelite brothers and sisters, and as always welcome to another episode of The
Divine Truth. It is an honor to be here this evening and
bring to you once again a message from Yahweh’s holy
Word. Tonight we will talk about “What is the Direction of
our Faith”, a message that I hope will bring you back to
your faith if you have lost it, and one that will make you
grow stronger in the Christian Identity faith that we all are
a part of.

BELIEF: a state of mind or habit where confidence is placed
on a person or thing

ALL of these are essential and the bases of and the key to
putting our faith in Yahshua (Jesus) the Messiah. “Thus
saith the LORD: “Cursed be the man that trusteth in man…
Blessed is the man that trusteth in the LORD, and whose
HOPE is the LORD.”” (Jeremiah 17:5-7) Paul the apostle
writes in 1 Timothy 1:1 and calls himself “…an apostle of
Jesus Christ by the commandment of God our Savior, and
Recently, a Bible study was held, and a question
Lord Jesus Christ, which is our HOPE.” Jesus the Messiah
was asked, “Why do bad things happen to good people?” I states in John 14:1 “Let not your heart be troubled, ye BEam sure you have asked that same question as I have on
LIEVE in God, BELIEVE also in me.” So with the Biblical
countless occasions. There were many answers given;
verses and the definitions given, we can readily see that
“Adam’s fall from grace”, “The result of sin changing the
when we are tried and tested with trials, tests and tribuladirection and outcome of creation”, “To test, try and
tions, our HOPE, our TRUST, our BELIEF, and our FAITH,
mold”. Of course Yahweh’s word was used as it should
should be and needs to be put in Yahshua the Messiah.
always be, to give examples of how Yahweh’s most steadAs a Pastor, I get many prayer requests for a multifast warriors had to undergo challenges and endure chastude of situations. They often fall into these categories
tening.
legal, marital, financial and spiritual, but by far the most
As I set back and listened to these faithful remcommon number of requests come from physical or medinant, the answers seemed to myself incomplete. The ancal conditions that are prayers for healing. I have found
swer “To test, try and mold”, is correct as all other anthrough the many years that the challenges that concern
swers were as well, that particular response leaves itself a us the most are those that have to deal with our health
little too wide open to another question, which should be and well-being. This is perfectly logical and at times disasked; “To test, try and mold what?” Now the answer to
turbing. If we aren’t healthy we can’t work, play, rest, rethat question is simple and straightforward OUR FAITH!
cuperate or heal properly, we can’t study or worship effectively either. There is an age old saying; “If you have your
Outside of the Biblical definition of what faith is
health you have everything.” This proves to be true on so
and should be, “Now faith is the substance of things hoped
many levels. Pastors, are not exempt from the tests of life
for, the evidence of things not seen.” Hebrews 11:1 (KJV).
either, even though many of our followers believe we are.
We should also consider the simple fact that Faith should
Not only do we bear the spiritual and emotional burdens
also contain the following as well,
of loving, caring, guiding and worrying about our flocks, we
HOPE: the expectation of fulfillment or success
also have to and sometimes must face trials and challengTRUST: placing reliance and dependence on someone’s or es on a personal and family level as well. And I must admit
that even our faith is test sometimes more than we would
something’s character, ability, strength or truth
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admit. 1 Peter 4:17 tells us: “For the time is come that
judgment must begin at the house of God…” See, judgment isn’t always the net result of our actions or punishment for sinning; it can also be a form of TESTING.

tion: “Who, or what, do we as Christians REALLY put our
faith and trust in during these trying and despairing
times?”
Are we as a people and a Race putting our faith,
hope, trust and belief, and ultimately our dependence, in
doctors, physicians, lawyers, financial and marital counsellors, or even to some pastors? Are we trusting men and
women who are man-ordained and passed approved college classes to get a degree, diploma, certificates and a
license from a board that states they are “certified” to
have answers to our questions, problems and conditions?
If we are, WHY? Why are we putting our faith in man?
Why do we so readily put our faith and our lives, in men
and women who have, or at least claim to have, a title prefixed to their name? Why do we readily and willing accept
that they will be able to “cure what ails us?”

On a personal note and standpoint, I have suffered
the hurt, trauma, despair, anger and even the Spiritual
doubt, that too often accompanies a person who has lost a
loved one to an incurable disease after many, many an
hour spent in prayer and praying over and for the afflicted
person. I know full well the pain and uncertainty of a failed
marriage. I know firsthand the fear of being diagnosed
with an abnormal medical condition and the feelings it
generates. I know firsthand what it feels like to lose everything you have from fire, theft and natural disasters, only
to be forced to relocate and start life over again from
scratch. And, yes even I must admit that I too know what it
is like to ask God, “WHY?” So, you see not even pastors are
immune to the tests, trials and tribulations. We also must
endure the chastening’s just like everyone else.
(Sometimes it seems that we deal with it more, because
satan and his army are always attacking those that serve
the one true God of Israel.) When I was praying and meditating on this particular point, I was brought to another
question: “When faced with a personal, serious medical
situation, or any situation that hits us hard and completely
out of the blue and blindsides us, how do we react? How
do we face those problems? To whom do we really turn?”
I had to ask myself (as a person asking his/her pastor) Mr.
Preacher, how do YOU face it? Who do you really turn to?”
Those questions brothers and sisters made me stop what I
was doing and really think, and pray for an answer. To be
totally honest I didn’t like what the Holy Spirit revealed to
me.

It’s because we believe that they are truly one of
us. Why? Because of:
It’s easier for us to believe what they tell us.
Since they have those certificates and diplomas on
their walls saying THEY have all the answers, we choose to
believe that they really do have the answers.
It’s their profession and they should have the answers.

The bigger question is, what do we do, and to
whom do we turn, when we find out the truth, that they
cannot cure us, answer our questions, provide us with an
escape from those challenges and trials, that we as people
mere mortals are forced to face? What happens then?
Does it become easier to blame them for our problems,
and the fact that they cannot help us? After we have put
our faith and trust in one of our own, and they have in
turn let us down, does it become somehow easier for us to
take aim at them with our anger and disappointment? Is it
easier to deal with and be anger at someone or something
we can SEE? Is it their fault or is it really our fault, for
trusting in someone that we knew from the start was not
the one we should have trusted?

With the challenges we face in life, that test our
faith, it is the direction in which our faith travels that He
decided to reveal to me. I had to come to the realization
that He was correct in what I was shown me and I had to
accept the fact that I am at fault as well. In ALL of life’s
challenging situations, be it medical, financial, marital, legal or the most important one spiritual, more often than
not our faith seems to travel away from Jesus the Messiah
Why is our faith, trust and belief put in man inand is replaced with something or someone else. The very stead of in Yahweh? The answer is simple and you should
important question ceases being “Why?” and becomes
already know it. It is because man is right here, in the
“Who?” or “What?” It all boils down to this simple ques6

flesh, right now and we no matter how hard we try, we
want answers NOW! It’s because man is of the flesh a being that we can see, hear and touch right NOW! It is easier
to believe a flesh and blood person than it is to believe in a
spiritual God. Why is that? Why has our faith become so
weak? Why do we believe Yahweh in our heads but not in
our hearts? Why do we so easily doubt Yahweh’s Word
and His promises to us, His remnant, His True House of
Israel? Why do we not believe in His power? Why do we
not believe that He will take care of, and provide for US,
His children? (Like a father should do.) Why is it so easy to
trust in a man and to distrust our Savior Yahshua the Messiah? WHY? The answer is simple and clear, because many
of us are simply put “A Doubting Thomas” that lack spiritual strength and understanding. Hard pill to swallow isn’t it?
We have been lead to believe, mostly by false teachers of
our faith and those around us, that as Christians, our lives
should always be “roses, sunshine and rainbows”; we have
been taught and led to believe that we should be protected from any and everything bad or evil; we’ve been led to
believe that, as Christians we will NEVER have to suffer.
This is a false belief and a false doctrine that has been perpetrated by false ministers; that are wolves in sheep’s
clothing. Read Hebrews 11:35-38 and Revelations 6:9-11,
7:9-17 for the truth. No friends, there is a reason why we
are to be tested, tried and chastised.

YAHWEH IS BECAUSE HE IS STILL ON HIS THRONE AND BECAUSE HE IS STILL IN CONTROL OF EVERY FACET OF OUR
DAILY LIVES! We cannot and should not look to man for
the answers; we must and should LOOK TO YAHWEH! Hebrews 12:2-11 encourages us to do just that and explains
why. Christ tells us in Revelation 3:19 that “As many as I
love I rebuke and chasten…” David writes in Psalm 94:12
that “Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest, O Lord,
and teachest him out of thy law…” The test, trials, tribulations and chastenings, ALL are meant to turn our hearts,
faith, trust, hopes, beliefs, towards Yahweh the Father,
Yahweh the Son, and Yahweh the Holy Ghost. They are all
meant to teach us to love, trust and lean on HIM just as
any child would and should, love, trust, lean on and put
their faith in their father. They are meant to teach us to
trust in Him and not in ourselves (1 Corinthians 1:9).

Whenever this life’s chastenings, test, trials, and
tribulations seem like they’re overtaking you and you
begin to panic and get angry because you can’t “fix it”, and
neither can any of those around you, you can do one of
two things: 1) You can either run away from Yahweh,
(which many far too many do) or 2) You can run to YAHWEH, which we all should do. You must remember that
you can’t fix everything only HE CAN! He wants us to realize, understand, believe and know that in our weakness, in
our inabilities, in our failures, that it is He, and only HIM,
Whenever we are torn, tattered and beaten upon, that can strengthen us and see us through them (2 Corinit is always a test of our faith’s strength and maturity.
thians 12:9). Just remain calm, take a deep breath and
Moreover, it is a trial to test our spiritual strength. It is an step back for a moment. Listen and hear HIS words in
ordeal that is meant to open our hearts, minds, spirit and Psalm 46:10; “Be still and know that I am Yahweh.” Put
souls to Yahsuha the Messiah. It is a golden opportunity
everything that troubles you and that you are up against
He has granted us to lean on Him and not on man. It is an into HIS HANDS, and turn away and leave them there. Put
affliction solely meant to turn us towards Him, to recogyour faith, trust and hope IN HIM! Believe in Him, I mean
nize His power, His mercy, His love, and His compassion. It truly believe in HIM! He will NEVER leave you or forsake
is always meant to turn us to Him and to recognize Him as you in anyway, you are His child. HE WILL NEVER LEAVE
our Sanctifier, our Healer, our Righteousness; He is our
YOU! Don’t you think that He deserves the same from us?
Shepherd, our Provider, our EVER PRESENT YAHWEH! He
May Yahweh’s light shine upon you and your
alone, and not man, is our Solid Rock, our foundation. He
household. Yahweh bless.
alone and not man is our Strong Fortress (Psalm 18:2)!
“The Lord is my firm support, and my refuge, and my deliverer; my God is my helper, I will hope in Him; he is my defender, and the horn of my salvation, and my helper.”
Whenever we are tried, tested, chastened, and challenged, we must forever and always never FORGET WHO
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Jesus Was Not A Jew
By: Billy Roper

This is written by a Jew, from a Single Seedline
Christian Identity perspective. Single Seedline Christian
Identity holds that those who call themselves Jews today
are descended from Eastern European Khazar converts to
Judaism who are not descended from Abraham, and therefore did not inherit a covenant between God and Abraham, and are not God’s chosen people. Who are, then?
Well, we, Whites, are, but before we take that next step,
or consider Dual Seedline Christian Identity, which posits a
completely different origin for those who call themselves
Jews today, let’s look at whether, culturally or genetically,
Jesus Christ was a Jew.

inside and outside their curricular activities, and by all
leaders in business, professions and finance, whose economic security demands that they curry the favor of socalled “Jews” of historic Khazar ancestry. Unsuspecting
Christians are subjected to this barrage from sources they
have little reason to suspect. Incontestable facts supply
the unchallengeable proof of the historic accuracy that socalled “Jews” throughout the world today of eastern European origin are unquestionably the historic descendants of
the Khazars, a pagan Turko-Finn ancient Mongoloid nation
deep in the heart of Asia, according to history, who battled
their way in bloody wars about the 1st century B.C. into
eastern Europe where they set up their Khazar kingdom.
For some mysterious reason the history of the Khazar kingdom is conspicuous by its absence from history courses in
the schools and colleges.

Benjamin H. Freedman, Jewish Historian – Researcher –
Scholar.
From “Common Sense”, p. 2-1-53 and 5-1-59

“The historic existence of the Khazar kingdom of
so-called “Jews”, their rise and fall, the permanent disappearance of the Khazar kingdom as a nation from the map
of Europe, and how King Bulan and the Khazar nation in
about 740 A.D. became so-called “Jews” by conversion,
“This ‘big lie’ technique is brainwashing United
States Christians into believing that Jesus Christ was “King were concealed from American Christians by censorship
imposed by so-called “Jews”, of historic Khazar ancestry,
of the Jews”, in the sense that so-called ‘Jews’ today call
themselves ‘Jews’. This reference was first made in English upon all U.S.A. media of mass communications directed by
them. Then in 1945 this author gave nation-wide publicity
translations of the Old and New Testaments, centuries
before the so-called Jews highjacked the word ‘Jew’ in the to his many years intensive research into the “facts of life”
18th century A.D. to palm themselves off on the Christian concerning Khazars. The disclosures were sensational and
very effective but apparently angered so-called “Jews”
world as having a kinship with Jesus Christ. This alleged
who have continued to vent their spleen upon this author
kinship comes from the myth of their common ancestry
with the so-called ‘Jews’ of the Holy Land in the Old Testa- since then solely for that reason. Since 1946 they have
conducted a vicious smear campaign against him, seeking
ment history, a fiction based on fable.”
thus to further conceal these facts, for obvious reasons.
“American Christians little suspect they are being
What have they to fear from the truth?
brainwashed twenty-four hours of every day over televi“In an original 1903 edition of the Jewish Encyclosion and radio, by newspapers and magazines, by motion
pedia in New York’s Public Library, and in the Library of
pictures and plays, by books, by political leaders in office
and seeking office, by religious leaders in their pulpits and Congress, Volume IV, pages 1 to 5 inclusive, appears a
outside their churches, by leaders in the field of education most comprehensive history of the Khazars. Also in the
“Christians have been duped by the unholiest hoax in all
history, by so-called Jews. This is considered their most
effective weapon.”
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New York Public Library are 327 books by the world’s greatest historians and other sources of reference, in addition to
the Jewish Encyclopedia, dealing with Khazar history, and
written between the 3rd A.D. and 20th centuries by contemporaries of the Khazars and by modern historians on that
subject.”

Jesus was a ‘Judean’, not a Jew.
During His lifetime, no persons were described as
“Jews” anywhere. That fact is supported by theology, history
and science. When Jesus was in Judea, it was not the
“homeland” of the ancestors of those who today style themselves “Jews”. Their ancestors never set a foot in Judea.
They existed at that time in Asia, their “homeland”, and
were known as Khazars. In none of the manuscripts of the
original Old or New Testament was Jesus described or referred to as a “Jew”. The term originated in the late eighteenth century as an abbreviation of the term Judean and
refers to a resident of Judea without regard to race or religion, just as the term “Texan” signifies a person living in Texas.
In spite of the powerful propaganda effort of the socalled “Jews”, they have been unable to prove in recorded
history that there is one record, prior to that period, of a
race religion or nationality, referred to as “Jew”. The religious sect in Judea, in the time of Jesus, to which self-styled
“Jews” today refer to as “Jews”, were known as “Pharisees”.
“Judaism” today and “Pharisaism” in the time of Jesus are
the same.
Jesus abhorred and denounced “Pharisaism”; hence the
words, “Woe unto you Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites, Ye
Serpents, Ye Generation of Vipers”.

Originally published at: https://www.biblebelievers.org.au/
jesusjew.htm
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Back in Production
By: The staff at DTM
It has been sometime since our last publication
but the good news is we are back to publishing once
again. The staff here at Divine Truth Ministries has recently been under a lot of issues most of which you are
aware of and some that you may not know.
Rest assured we have not forgot you nor this
publication.
Pastor Mullet had recently undergone heart
surgery and had several after effects of this, and as
such the ministry had been placed on hold. Now after
careful consideration and many days in prayer and
talking with his supporters, it was decided that he
should continue this ministry and as such he now feels
it is time to get back into the saddle.
We are also proud to announce that The Divine Truth radio show is back up and running on eurofolkradio.com and is on at 11am EST every Thursday.
We ask that you continue to pray for this ministry and
the head pastor for a speedy and full recovery.
If in the future your issue of The Divine truth is
late then something has happened and we will get it
out as soon as we can. We regret that sometimes
things happen beyond our control and ask for your
patience and time.

TWO-SEEDLINE RACIAL IMPERATIVE
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
There is a simple FACT that the two separate seedlines were common place knowledge among our ancestors
for thousands of years. But only in relatively recent times
has it been discussed and/or debated as a “theory”. I
sometimes, often feel myself getting frustrated as the
matter is continually debated among our racial brethren.
Yet, I realize it is an inevitable conclusion because our
Faith and understanding must be a firm foundation in this
regard. Two-seedline or more commonly referred to as
Dual Seedline is the TRUE religion of the Aryan Race, and
has a foundation that is set and based upon the creation of
the earth. To think anything less is an abomination and
considered a sin. Perhaps the following passages and comments will help to dispel and future doubts, about the authenticity of the Dual Seedline Christian Identity Theology.
“I saw a dead man making suit, and his voice
went forth to heaven and made suit. And I
asked Raphael the angel who was with me,
and I said to him: ‘This spirit who maketh
suit, whose is it whose voice goeth forth and
maketh suit to Heaven?’ And he answered
me saying: ‘This is the spirit which went forth
from Abel, whom his brother Cain slew, and
he makes suit against him till his seed is destroyed from the face of the earth, and his
seed is annihilated from amongst the seed of
Men.” The Book of Enoch 23:5-7

children of Men the blows of death, and he led astray Eve,
…” The Book of Enoch 68:6
The above quoted Holy Scripture passage does not
detail the specifics of the transgressions of Eve, because
well it was common knowledge at that time, and how do
we know this? Because the Adam or Adam, was in fact
alive during the reign of Enoch. Some would say ‘Pastor,
how is this so?’ Well let us look at the following shall we
for once again the Holy Scriptures provide the proof of this
statement:
“And it was in the fifty sixth year if the life of
Lamech when Adam died; nine hundred and thirty years old
was he at his death, and his two sons, with Enoch and Methuselah his son, buried him with great pomp, as at the burial of kings, in the cause which Yahweh had told him. …And
it was in the year of Adam’s death which was the two hundred and forty third year of the reign of Enoch…” The Book
of Jasher 3:14-17
We also know that the Book of Enoch was known
and accepted as a Holy Writ by the early TRUE Christians
as Enoch is mentioned within the pages of the modern day
Holy Scriptures. Enoch is mentioned within the pages of
the Holy Scriptures 10 times, some say it is 13 but this is
not the case, reference the following: Genesis 4: 17-18,
Genesis 5:9; 21-24, Luke 3:37, Hebrew 11:5, & Jude 1:14.

We also know that the Book of Jasher was also a
well-known and accepted Holy Writ by the early TRUE
Abel, obviously is not praying to Yahweh for the
Christians as it is also referenced in the Holy Scriptures in
annihilation of the Adamites, ‘the seed of Men’, his very
own racial kindred, anyone who thinks otherwise is a fool. Joshua 10:13 and II Samuel 1:18.
He prays ceaselessly that his spilled blood be avenged, as
I am also submitting as more proof a Scriptural
is his right under the law – and I might add it is also our
passage written by James, the lesser cousin and brother to
unfulfilled DUTY as a member of “the seed of Men” to
Yahshua/Jesus the Messiah, in which it is a family history
avenge the death of our kinsman. There are more passag- beginning with Joachim and Anna, Miriam the Virgin’s pares explaining the names and functions of the satans, and
ents, up to the murder of Zacharias in the temple in very
yet another verse to prove it:
great detail.
“And the third was Gadreel: he it is who showed the
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“And when her (Miriam’s) sixth month was come,

Joseph returned from his building houses abroad, which
was his trade, and entering into the house found the virgin
grown big: Then smiting his face, he said, ‘With what face
can I look up to the Lord my God? Or what shall I say concerning this young woman? For I have received her a virgin…and have not preserved her such! Who has thus deceived me? Who has committed this evil in my house, and
seducing the virgin from me, hath defiled her? Is not the
history of Adam EXACTLY accomplished in me? For in the
very instant of his glory, the serpent came and found Eve
alone, and seduced her. Just after the same manner it has
happened to me.’” The Protevangelion 10: 1-7 (The Gospel
of James, also known as the Infancy Gospel of James or the
Proto evangelium of James, is an apocryphal Gospel probably written about AD 145, which expands backward in
time the infancy stories contained in the Gospels of
Matthew and Luke, and presents a narrative concerning
the birth and upbringing of Mary herself. It is the oldest
source to assert the virginity of Mary not only prior to but
during (and after) the birth of Jesus. The ancient manuscripts that preserve the book have different titles, including "The Birth of Mary", "The Story of the Birth of Saint
Mary, Mother of God," and "The Birth of Mary; The Revelation of James.”)
The above stated Scriptural Text, should “seal the
deal” as it were, as to any doubts you may have concerning the BIBLICAL FACTS about dual seedlines and what had
actually taken place. But, I know that there are among
those reading this that still believe not in this SOUND, FACTUAL, BIBLICAL, SPIRITUAL HOLY SCRIPTURES as proof of
my statement, so I add this to aide you in having your eyes
and ears open to the BIBLICAL TRUTH OF OUR FAITH!

born of the congenital twins), according to Josephs own
admission ‘Is not the history of Adam EXACTLY accomplished in me?’
Now, whatever these FACTS do to our suppositions concerning the symbology of the ‘trees’ and ‘rivers’
in the Garden of “Pleasure” or Eden, is really of limited,
actually NO consequence to the established BIBLICAL
FACTS of the separate seedlines.
The most important thing that I have tried to do
here in this writing is in the understanding that there REALLY exists a MORTAL progeny, our archenemy, whose
very existence gives rise to a RACIAL IMPERITAVE and our
MORAL AND LAWFUL duty and obligation to eradicate
these creatures, (the jews) PERIOD! Malingers and shirkers
be DAMNED!
“Think not that I am come to send peace on earth; I
am come not to send peace, but a sword.” Matthew 10:34
(KJV)
“Do ye know not that the saints shall judge the
world?” I Corinthians 6:2 (KJV)
“Then said He unto them, ‘But now, he that hath a
purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that
hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one.’” Luke
22:36 (KJV)
“Because thou hast let go out of thy hand a man
whom I appointed for utter destruction, therefore your life
shall go for his life, and thy people for his people.” I Kings
20:42 (KJV)

“They will each turn to his own people, and each
one will flee to his own land. Anyone who is found will be
thrust through and anyone who is captured will fall by the
The Protevangelion has been cited NUMEROUS
sword. Their little ones will also be bashed to pieces.” Isaiah
times within the writings of several early TRUE Christian
church fathers including, Epiphanius, Chrsostom, Cyril, Eu- 13: 14-16 (KJV)
thymius, Thephylact and Occumenius. Postellus, who
“…the seed of evildoers shall not be renowned. Pretranslated it into the Latin also asserted that it was
pare slaughter for his children for the iniquities of their faacknowledged and accepted as a Holy Writ and was read thers; that they do not raise, nor possess the land, nor fill
publicly in the eastern churches.
the face of the world with cities. For I will rise up against
It is an interesting fact to note here that James
showed us that both Miriam and Joseph were virgins.
Now, this follows that both Adam and Eve were also virgins, when Eve was seduced (and thus cain was the first

them, saith the Lord of Hosts (Yah of armies/Yahweh God of
War), and cut off from Babylon the name, and remnant,
and son, and nephew, saith the Lord.” Isaiah 14: 20-22
(KJV)
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Form follows Function
By: Billy Roper
In Philippians 2:6, “Who, being in the form of God, thought formed in the second creation in Genesis Chapter Two,
it not robbery to be equal with God:”
who received the benefit of God’s own breath of life. This
is what gave us an inherited gift, a soul, something which
or:
they, Pre-Adamic mankind, lack, regardless of their form.
“Who, though he was in the form of God,
Likewise, just as a clay pot mixed with sand before firing
cannot hold water, a mixed race person cannot hold a
did not regard equality with God something to be
soul. Only White, Adamic people can.
grasped.”

Paul speaks of our Savior’s humility. However, Jesus Christ Form does not define function. Just because someone is
elected to the office of President, does not make them
was not just the form of God, he was the very essence of
Presidential. Even more so, those who take on titles,
God, the Father made manifest in the flesh.
whether secular or religious, often do not fulfill the func7 “Rather, he emptied himself, taking the form of a slave,
tion of their title. Does the ‘Holy Father’, the Pope, provide
coming in human likeness; and found human in appearleadership to the lost sheep of the House of Israel, as his
ance,
predecessor Peter was ordained to do? Does he minister
8 he humbled himself, becoming obedient to death, even to their needs, does he place their interests above his
death on a cross.
own, does he live out the lessons and dictates of scripture
in his own life? No, he is not a holy man. He is a false pope,
9 Because of this, God greatly exalted him and bestowed
a fraudulent leader.
on him the name that is above every name,
I don’t say that to infuriate my Catholic friends, but to
speak the truth. We are told to judge everyone, even
those who have titles of authority, by their fruits, in other
11 and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
words, by what they do. If Donald Trump marries off his
the glory of God the Father.”
children to Jews and embraces his Jewish grandchildren
We learn even before the letter to the Church at Phillipi, a and praises Jews and denounces racism and names a ridiccity in eastern Macedonia, in Greece, and the first Europe- ulous proportion of Jews and nonWhites to his cabinet and
an church established by Paul, that just being made in
names them as top advisors, are we to believe that he is
God’s likeness doesn’t make one God’s equal. Jesus, part good for White Nationalism, because liberals say so?
of the Godhood, was, but not because of his form. His
Function does not follow form. ‘Form follows function’ is a
form did not define his function: his function, coming as
principle associated with modernist architecture and inour Savior to live and die as a man and be raised again to
dustrial design in the 20th century. The principle is that
provide our salvation from sin, necessitated his form.
the shape of a building or object should be primarily based
Likewise, nonWhites, PreAdamic mankind from the first
upon its intended function or purpose.
creation in Genesis Chapter One, may have been made in
It works for people, too. For Obama’s Presidency, my fathe same shape as God and those whom he referred to in
vorite Psalm to repeatedly call the faithful’s attention to
the collective plural, just as they may have been made in
was Psalm 109:8. For this one, it looks like it will be “Put
the same image as us, more or less, but that does not
not your trust in princes”. (Psalm 146:3)
make them the same as God, either; nor does it make
them the same us, the descendants of Adam who was
10 that at the name of Jesus every knee should bend, of
those in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
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…We don’t want you back!
by Billy Roper
The following is my response to a comment on the “New
Year’s Revolution” article posted on the Racial Observer
website, HERE. Please read the article and the previous
comment on it for the full context of my remarks. Once
again, the issue under discussion is whether those who
race mix, and those who promote or condone race-mixing,
should be allied with, or even considered White Nationalists.

us as individuals, and one way to reduce the instances of
interracial sex is to create such a deterrent to it that everyone, racial or not, knows the consequences of such action
before it happens. People like Andrew Anglin saying that it
does no harm and “sport-f#cking” little Asian girls only
serves to cuck nonWhite guys, actually encourages it. It’s
kind of like if I said to my kid, “Hey, don’t eat that cookie,
but if you do, well, it doesn’t really hurt anybody, and
cookies aren’t bad for you.” What do you think the effect
I think that any conscious act of sexual race-mixing, whethof that would be, on a child? Obviously, there’d quickly be
er one is doing it out of liberal brainwashing or not, is rano more cookies left. That’s not how you set standards.
cial treason. Let me be specific: If a woman or, as rare as it
might be, a man, is raped by a nonWhite, that would be
You set standards by saying, “If you do this, here are the
something to be sickened and ashamed of, but that they
consequences”. “Oh, you didn’t know those were the conare not guilty from. Of course any pregnancy from
sequences?” “Sorry, those are the consequences.”
nonWhite rape should be aborted, and there is always the
Our cause has never been so desperate for warm bodies
threat of telegeny, but I would be compassionate and give
that we needed to have the big tent approach of letting in
them a pass, since it was unwilling. For willing sex, no. I
or allying with Jews, other nonWhites, homosexuals, or
understand all of the excuses, “they were drunk, they didrace traitors. Now, more than ever, with White Nationaln’t know any better”, whatever, but in life sometimes
ism and the Alt Right being mainstreamed and normalized,
there are consequences, harsh consequences, to our acwe can afford to be even more picky than ever, because
tions. One bad choice to drive drunk and swerve over the
more young people, especially, millennials, are bandyellow line, killing a White family, is still homicide, and you
wagoning onto something they correctly see as edgy and
still have to go to prison. To me, having sex with a
anti-establishment. That’s why we’re having this discusnonWhite is far worse than that. It’s racial treason. They
sion, because there is a flood of new people coming in,
can serve their race, if they wish, but no race traitor can
and the question arises, do we dilute White Nationalism to
repent of that, and undo it. Some things in life cannot be
widen the gates and let more of them in, or do we select
taken back. Sometimes, there are no do-overs.
from them those worthy of conforming to our standards?
Sadly, many people in our movement are egocentric indiRemember that our Founding Fathers only made up 3% of
vidualists. They have bought into the idea that the racial
the colonial population at the beginning of the American
struggle is about making sure that clones of themselves
revolution. History has always been changed not by majorremain on this Earth, instead of the goal being to improve
ities, but by tireless minorities, as Samuel Adams wrote.
the quality of the species and our race as a whole. National
Some among us still suffer from the delusion that we’re
Socialism teaches us the truth of this even when it comes
either going to somehow vote our way out of this mess, or
to eugenic science. In a racially healthy society, some peoform a massive army to fight ZOG. Neither is the case. We
ple would serve the race by having more children, and
don’t need mass support, or huge numbers. We need
some would serve it by having less, or none at all, if their
hardness. Balkanization is coming, and we need people
genetics weren’t of a quality we’d like to see passed on to
tough enough to pick up the pieces and draw firm lines in
the next generation, regardless of how patriotic or pasthe sand, literally and figuratively.
sionate they were, in their heart. This struggle is not about
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It’s true that in the early 1930’s, most of Goebbel’s recruits in the capitol region were former Communists. But he didn’t lower the recruiting standards or change the party’s ideology to allow them to wiggle in, he selected from among
them those who could measure up. It’s okay that not everyone who wants to be a part of our movement will be judged
worthy. In fact, I think it’s great that we’re finally, after years of struggle, at the point where we can turn people away.
To sum up his ‘Wedding Feast’ parable in Matthew 22:14, Jesus said “Many are called, but few are chosen”. Let’s focus
on quality, not quantity, and uphold the high standard that “once you go black, we don’t want you back”, and “once
you go yellow, we don’t need you, fellow”.
Let me close by sharing with you a personal story that I’ve never never written or spoken about before, anywhere. Several years ago, I was on a trip in California, and was in the home of a guy who was interested in the movement, and
wanted to learn more. After an in depth discussion, he said that he wanted to join, but there was just one problem, he
was 1/4 Cherokee. Could he still join? I sat there in the guy’s chair, in his house, drinking his coffee, and told him NO, he
could not join, because if he believed that he was a quarter Cherokee, then he wasn’t White. The guy was shocked,
probably more at my audacity, I guess, than anything else. We parted on civil terms, but do you know, I’ve heard back
from people out there more than once that the guy STILL talks about that. Why? Because he respected it. People respect something that is exclusive, that has standards, even if they are standards which they themselves don’t measure
up to. If they don’t, and attack those standards, then they show themselves to be the enemy, who can’t put the cause
above themselves.

The Hebrew-Israelite-Canaanite Origins of Druidism &
Norse, Teutonic, and Celtic paganism
By Pastor Eli James
And to be clear on the title of this post, of course
the Old Testament religion of the Israelites was not
“pagan.” Rather, the pagan Teutonic and Celtic religions
are a mixture of Canaanite paganism and Old Testament
Hebrewism. How? Because the Celts, Saxons, and other
Northern European tribes are the descendants of the Israelites…who were banished from the ancient land of Israel
in Palestine because they adopted Canaanite paganism,
which they then carried with them when they migrated
into Europe.
Myth: European Paganism Is of Non-Hebrew
Origin Many White pagans assume that Teutonic and
Celtic paganism are of non-Hebrew origin. This is not true.
The fact is that the main reason that Yahweh banished the
Israelites into the wilderness was because of their acquired taste for paganism. The Israelites of the Ten Northern Tribes, especially under Jezebel (a Sidonian Canaanite

woman) and Ahab, were practicing all sorts of pagan rituals, including human sacrifice and frolicking (sex orgies) in
the groves. Ah! The good old days!!! These practices were
borrowed from the neighboring Canaanites; and the false
gods they worshipped were actually Canaanite gods and
goddesses. We will here proceed to document the Canaanite origin of Celtic and Teutonic paganism among the
Aryan nations.
Hosea 4:15-17 tells us, “…come not ye unto Gilgal,
neither go you up to Bethaven…For Israel slideth back as a
backsliding heifer…Ephraim is joined to idols.”
Bethaven means “house of Aven.” The Phoenician
Israelites, who travelled back and forth to Britain, mining
tin and other metals and bringing them back to Palestine,
named numerous places after the place of the god, Aven,
such as Avebury, the Avon River(s) and the town of Avening.
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“The worship of Beth-Aven, in Canaan, and that of Avening
in Gloucestershire, and that of Aven, Heliopolis or Baal
Bec, were all identical. The stone altars, the high place, the
calves’ bones discovered there, mark the similarity.” –
Samuel Lysons, Our British Ancestors, p. 123.

The Teutonic god, Odin, or Wotan, is actually the
Scythian German King Odin, the warrior chief who organized the Teutons into a fighting force that defeated the
Romans. He was a real descendant of the Israelites, not a
god. Odin is also a word very similar to a Hebrew word for
lord, Adon (Greek Adonis).

“But ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch
and Chiun your images, the star of your god, which ye
According to Sharon Turner in his monumental
made to yourselves, therefore will I cause you to go into
work The History of the Anglo-Saxons, citing the ancient
captivity..” – Amos 5:26.
Saxon Chronicles, the famous Odin actually lived in the 3rd
century AD, and many of the kings of England, Germany
Moloch and Chiun were pagan gods adopted by
and Scandinavia traced their descent from him. We have a
the rebellious Israelites. Yahweh was getting very angry
tendency to make “stars” out of our heroes. The
with His children. He was getting ready to cast them out
word Teutis an anglicized version of the German Deutsch,
into the wilderness of Europe.
which is derived from the Latin (Roman) Deus, meaning
“The Druids worshipped the sun under the title of “god.” The word Deutschevolk, therefore, means “God’s
Moloch, so we are certain that worship was derived from people.” This is exactly how the Israelites referred to
their Eastern ancestors.” – Dr. Thomas Maurice, Indian
themselves. No other people in history referred to themAntiquities, 1796.
selves as God’s people, except the Israelites. All of the
Celts and Saxons retained some form of this expression.
Who were the Druids? The Druids were Levitical
The word British, in Hebrew, means “Covenant Man.” Brit
priests who abandoned Yahweh and officiated at the pais Hebrew for Covenant and Ish is Hebrew for “man.” The
gan rites of the rebellious Israelites! Their costumes
matched the uniforms of the Israelite priests, down to the Saxon Goth and the German Gott both
mean “God.”Gottish, therefore, means “God’s People.”
tiniest detail!
“The Irish Druids worshipped under sacred oaks,
as the Israelites did. The Druids had a great veneration for
the oak. The last act of Joshua was to place a great stone
under an oak in the sanctuary…The Druids were considered to be a holy people, a nation of priests, common to
all the tribes of Britain. Their duties, characteristics and
dress were strikingly in consonance with those of the Levitical priesthood.” – Hugh B. Colquhoun, Our Descent
From Israel Proved by Cumulative Evidence, p, 20.
‘Druid’ is the Celtic word for “oak.” The Druids were the
high priests of the oak fraternity.

The Celtic Bel is identical to the Hebrew Baal; and
the Beltrane feast is still celebrated in parts of Britain today. None of these people have any idea that they are
practicing traditions brought to Europe by their pagan Israelite ancestors!

The Hebrew word, Al, meaning the sun, became
the Phoenician Hal. In Celtic, it becomes Heaul; and in
Greek it was Helios. “All Celtic nations have been accustomed to the worship of the sun…It was a custom that
everywhere prevailed in ancient times to celebrate a feast
at the winter solstice…They called it, in many places, Yole
or Yuul, from the word Hiaul.” – Professor Paul-Henri MalChiun was a goddess of the Canaanites, and the
Israelites began to worship her as well. “The children gath- lett, Northern Antiquities, Vol. 2, p 68. Now you know the
origin of the word ‘Yule,” for Christmas, and why Christer wood, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the women
knead their dough, to make cakes to the Queen of Heaven mas is celebrated right near the solstice, when all evidence
and to pour out drink offerings unto other gods…” – Hosea suggests that Yahshua was born in late September.
1:18.
The Catholic Church has been most guilty of blendIt is quite likely that the name Chiun is the Hebrew ing paganism with Christianity, as Easter is really a hybrid
pagan rite, derived from the worship of the Babylonian
source for the surname Quinn and the English
goddess, Ishtar. Ishtar was the goddess of fertility. Have
word Queen.
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you ever wondered what the Easter bunny has to do with
the Crucifixion? The short answer is: “Nothing!”

It’s a forgotten chapter of the Bible. Neo-Pagans of today
have no idea that they are actually worshipping the gods
of the Canaanites, who were the true ancestors of today’s
Jews.

Mary-worship can be traced back to Semiramis of
Babylon. Statues of Semiramis show her as the prototypical “Madonna and child.” So, Christmas, Easter and the
So, who’s REALLY practicing a form of Judaism –
Madonna motif all contain pagan elements directly tracea- Christian Identity or Neo-Pagans? How’s them apples? –
ble to ancient Babylon.
Or should we say, Acorns?
Neo-pagans believe that the word, Saxon, derives
from the word Axe. How the letter S was added to the
word axeis obscure. What we know for sure is that Yahweh told Abraham that his offspring would be named after
his son, Isaac. “In Isaac shall they seed be called.” – Gen.
21:12. Note that the Jewish people are NOT named after
Isaac. Saxons = Isaac’s sons. Even if the word Saxon is derivable from the word, axe, it is still an Israelite connection, for in Jeremiah 51:20, Yahweh tells His people, Israel, “Thou art my BATTLE-AXE.” The Israelites were famous
for their use of the battle-axe in war. Their descendants,
the Scythians and Anglo-Saxons, were also famous for the
use of this weapon. Yet it is evident, that the Scythian
tribes who migrated into Europe were called Khumri by
the Assyrians, hence the Greek Kimmeroi; and they were
called Saka by the Persians, hence the Greek Sakae or Sakans, later Saxons. These names are well documented in
the Greek classics and in the multilingual inscriptions of
Mesopotamia.
In addition to telling us that we would be exiled
for our pagan rebellion, Yahweh also told us that we would
be known by another name. (Isaiah 62:2;
65:15.) “Caucasian” is the best bet, but AngloSaxon and Christian would also qualify as new names for
His Israelite people. Many other similarities exist in the
Germanic and Hebrew belief systems, such as an existence
in an afterlife, heaven and hell (Valhalla and Niflheim) etc.
{Niflheim bears an uncanny resemblance to the Hebrew
word Nephilim, meaning the offspring of the fallen angels
and the daughters of Adamite women, in Genesis 6.}
We are only scratching the surface of this subject.
The Canaanite origin of the Celtic/Teutonic pantheon can
be demonstrated in volumes of historical and linguistic
connections. There is so much evidence of this fact that it
is quite irrefutable. But, of course, few Whites or Christians are aware of the Israelites’ descent into paganism.
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An End to An Evil Age By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet
A preview of the lead story for the next issue
“And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall
these things be? and what shall be the sign of thy coming,
and of the end of the world?” (Matthew 24:3). They wanted
to know when the age of human misrule under satan (the
Diabolical One) which the apostle Paul refers to as; “Who
gave himself for our sins, that he might deliver us from this
present evil world, according to the will of God and our Father:” (Galatians 1:4), would give way to the Kingdom of Yahweh. Yahshua the Messiah explained that His return would
be preceded by; “For then shall be great tribulation, such as
was not since the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor
ever shall be” (Matthew 24:21).

sire to give each Israelite/Caucasian family group their own
territory “These are the families of the sons of Noah, after
their generations, in their nations: and by these were the nations divided in the earth after the flood” (Genesis 10:32).
Yahweh’s desire was for the for the Race of Adam, to make
use of the extended family as the foundation for organization
and structure. Nimrod, however, persuaded the people of his
time to completely reject Yahweh’s plan in favor of a single
empire supported by a strong military force.

It is difficult to imagine the magnitude of suffering
that will take place during a few terrifying years at the end of
our age. Prophecy portrays this time as the most violent and
tumultuous period in history. Yahshua the Messiah continued; “And except those days should be shortened, there
should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake those days
shall be shortened” (Matthew 24:22). Mercifully that frightening time will pass quickly. Immediately after it will begin
the wonderful era of the Kingdom of Yahweh, about which
Daniel wrote. The Messiah will return at the conclusion of
that violent era to establish permanent peace. Why, then,
will Yahweh allow those days of war and chaos to occur?
As we’ve seen, the Holy Scriptures warns us of satan’s deception of man and mankind. Through this deception,
he has made himself the ruler and “gad” of this present age,
using the jews as the spear head. Just prior to Yahshua the
Messiah’s return, Yahweh Almighty will permit satan to finally bring about what he started with the original city of ancient Babel or Babylon (Genesis 11:4). Satan used a man
named Nimrod (/ˈnɪm.rɒd/;[1] Hebrew: ,נִמְרֹוֿד
Modern Nimrod, Tiberian Nimrōḏ Aramaic: ܢܡܪܘܕarabic:
,النمرودan-Namrood), to organize the many small but rapidly
multiplying tribes of mankind into a system quite different
from that which Yahweh had intended.

Nimrod’s followers lacked what we call faith, in Yahweh’s protection, His leadership and way of life. They wanted
to decide for themselves how the earth should be organized
and governed. Sounds very much like it does today, doesn’t
it? They preferred to remain as one people and organize
themselves without family (racial stock) distinctions (Genesis
11:1, 4). It appears that this is a reoccurring theme, as we the
Nations of True Biblical Israel are falling into this same
thought process today, and are we to expect a different outcome? NO! Our problems lay in our inability to muster
enough testosterone to do anything about the problems at
hand, what is the old saying? “History is repeating itself!” So,
what was Yahweh’s reaction? He did intervene in the incident
with the Tower of Babel and, by placing foreign tongues upon
those present confused their language and thus made it hard
for them to work collectively. Thus, compelled earth’s early
inhabitants to scatter and form separated nations as He had
originally intended (Genesis 11:6-8). Ever since, Yahweh’s
prophets have used the term Babylon as a symbolic representation of satan’s dominion through human government, culture and religion. During the latter days of the kingdom of
Judah, in the sixth century B.C., the ancient city of Babylon
expanded its power to become the dominant regional empire
under the leadership of King Nebuchadnezzar II (the Nebuchadnezzar of the Holy Scriptures). At the time of the end,
satan, for a very brief time, will once again organize several
blocs of nations into significant world powers (Revelation
9:16-18; 17:12-13).

Nimrod’s kingdom was the first recorded attempt at
uniting people into a single empire (Genesis 10:8-12). This
ambitious effort, however, was contrary to Yahweh’s purpose. It was humanities first attempt to thwart Yahweh’s de18
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